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-STORY AT-A-GLANCE

The Biggest Crime Committed During Vaccine Heist

Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ! Fact Checked

While the list of crimes committed by authorities during the COVID-19 pandemic is a

long one, perhaps the biggest crime of all is the purposeful suppression of safe and

effective treatments, including ivermectin. This appears to have been done to protect

the COVID “vaccine” program

"

The COVID shots were brought to market under emergency use authorization (EUA),

which can only be obtained if there are no other safe and effective alternatives

available

"

Several systematic reviews and meta-analyses of studies looked at ivermectin for the

prevention and treatment of COVID-19 infection. A rapid review performed on behalf

of the Front Line COVID-19 Critical Care Alliance (FLCCC) in the U.S., January 3, 2021,

found the drug “probably reduces deaths by an average 83% compared to no

ivermectin treatment”

"

According to a more recent review and meta-analysis, ivermectin, when used

preventatively, reduced COVID-19 infection by an average 86%

"

Another recent scientiWc review concluded ivermectin produces large statistically

signiWcant reductions in mortality, time to clinical recovery, and time to viral clearance

"
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While the list of crimes committed by authorities during the COVID-19 pandemic is a

long one, perhaps the biggest crime of all is the purposeful suppression of safe and

effective treatments. At this point, it seems quite clear that this was done to protect

the COVID jab rollout.

The COVID shots were brought to market under emergency use authorization (EUA),

which can only be obtained if there are no other alternatives available. In a sane

world, the COVID gene therapies would never have gotten an EUA, as there are several

safe and effective treatment options available.

One treatment that stands out above the others is ivermectin, a decades-old

antiparasitic drug that is on the World Health Organization’s list of essential

medications.

What makes ivermectin particularly useful in COVID-19 is the fact that it works both in

the initial viral phase of the illness, when antivirals are required, as well as the

in\ammatory stage, when the viral load drops off and anti-in\ammatories become

necessary. It’s been shown to signiWcantly inhibit SARS-CoV-2 replication in vitro,

speed up viral clearance and dramatically reduce the risk of death.

Gold Standard Review Supports Use of Ivermectin

Dr. Tess Lawrie, a medical doctor, Ph.D., researcher and director of Evidence-Based

Medicine Consultancy Ltd (video above).  in the U.K., has been trying to get the word

out about ivermectin. To that end, she helped organize the British Ivermectin

Recommendation Development (BIRD) panel  and the International Ivermectin for

COVID Conference,  which was held online, April 24, 2021.

Twelve medical experts  from around the world shared their knowledge during this

conference, reviewing mechanism of action, protocols for prevention and treatment,
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including so-called long-hauler syndrome, research Wndings and real world data. All of

the lectures, which were recorded via Zoom, can be viewed on Bird-Group.org.

Lawrie has published several systematic reviews and meta-analyses of studies

looking at ivermectin for the prevention and treatment of COVID-19 infection. A rapid

review performed on behalf of the Front Line COVID-19 Critical Care Alliance (FLCCC)

in the U.S., January 3, 2021, found the drug “probably reduces deaths by an average

83% compared to no ivermectin treatment.”

Her February 2021 meta-analysis, which included 13 studies, found a 68% reduction

in deaths. This is an underestimation of the beneWcial effect, because one of the

studies included used hydroxychloroquine (HCQ) in the control arm. Since HCQ is an

active treatment that has also been shown to have a positive impact on outcomes, it’s

not surprising that this particular study did not rate ivermectin as better than the

control treatment (which was HCQ).

Two months later, March 31, 2021, Lawrie published an updated analysis that

included two additional randomized controlled trials. This time, the mortality

reduction was 62%. When four studies with high risk of bias were removed during a

subsequent sensitivity analysis, they ended up with a 72% reduction in deaths.

(Sensitivity analyses are done to double-check and verify results. Since the sensitivity

analysis rendered an even better result, it conWrms the initial Wnding. In other words,

ivermectin is unlikely to reduce mortality by anything less than 62%.)

Lawrie reviewed the February and March analyses and other meta-analyses in an

interview with Dr. John Campbell, featured in “More Good News on Ivermectin.”

Lawrie has now published her third systematic review. According to this paper,

published June 17, 2021 in the American Journal of Therapeutics:
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“Meta-analysis of 15 trials found that ivermectin reduced risk of death

compared to no ivermectin (average risk ratio 0.38 …) … Low-certainty

evidence found that ivermectin prophylaxis reduced COVID-19 infection by an

average 86% … Secondary outcomes provided less certain evidence.

Low-certainly evidence suggested that there may be no beneOt with

ivermectin for ‘need for mechanical ventilation,’ whereas effect estimates for

‘improvement’ and ‘deterioration’ clearly favored ivermectin use. Severe

adverse events were rare among treatment trials …”

World Health Organization Refuses to Recommend Ivermectin

Despite the fact that most of the evidence favors ivermectin, when the WHO Wnally

updated its guidance on ivermectin at the end of March 2021,  they largely rejected

it, saying more data are needed. They only recommend it for patients who are enrolled

in a clinical trial.

Yet, they based their negative recommendation on a review that included just Wve

studies, which still ended up showing a 72% reduction in deaths. What’s more, in the

WHO’s summary of Wndings, they suddenly include data from seven studies, which

combined show an 81% reduction in deaths. The conWdence interval is also

surprisingly high, with a 64% reduction in deaths on the low end, and 91% on the high

end.

Even more remarkable, their absolute effect estimate for standard of care is 70

deaths per 1,000, compared to just 14 deaths per 1,000 when treating with

ivermectin. That’s a reduction in deaths of 56 per 1,000 when using the drug. The

conWdence interval is between 44 and 63 fewer deaths per 1,000.

Despite that, the WHO refuses to recommend this drug for COVID-19. Rabindra

9,10
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Abeyasinghe, a WHO representative to the Philippines, commented that using

ivermectin without “strong” evidence is “harmful” because it can give “false

conWdence” to the public.

Why Ivermectin Has Been Censored

If you’ve been trying to share the good news about ivermectin, you’re undoubtedly

noticed that doing so is incredibly dijcult. Many social media companies are banning

such posts outright.

Promoting ivermectin on YouTube, or even discussing beneWts cited in published

research, violates the platform’s posting policies. DarkHorse podcast host Bret

Weinstein, Ph.D., is but one of the victims of this censorship policy.

His interviews with medical and scientiWc experts such as Dr. Pierre Kory, a lung and

ICU specialist, former professor of medicine at St. Luke’s Aurora Medical Center in

Milwaukee, Wisconsin, and the president and chief medical ojcer  of the FLCCC,

and Dr. Robert Malone, the inventor of the mRNA and DNA vaccine core platform

technology,  have been deleted from the platform. The interview with Malone had

more than 587,330 views by the time it was wiped from YouTube.

But why? Why don’t they want people to feel conWdent that there’s treatment out there

and that COVID-19 is not the death sentence they’ve been led to believe it is? The

short answer is because ivermectin threatens the vaccine program. As explained by

Andrew Bannister in a May 12, 2021, Biz News article:

“What if there was a cheap drug, so old its patent had expired, so safe that

it’s on the WHO’s lists of Essential and Children’s Medicines, and used in

mass drug administration rollouts?
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What if it can be taken at home with the Orst signs COVID symptoms, given to

those in close contact, and signiOcantly reduce COVID disease progression

and cases, and far fewer few people would need hospitalization?

The international vaccine rollout under Emergency Use Authorization (EUA)

would legally have to be halted. For an EUA to be legal, ‘there must be no

adequate, approved and available alternative to the candidate product for

diagnosing, preventing or treating the disease or condition.’

The vaccines would only become legal once they passed level 4 trials and

that certainly won’t happen in 2021 … The vaccine rollout, outside of trials,

would become illegal.

The vaccine manufactures, having spent hundreds of million dollars

developing and testing vaccines during a pandemic, would not see the

$100bn they were expecting in 2021 … Allowing any existing drug, at this

time, well into stage 3 trials, to challenge the legality of the EUA of vaccines,

is not going to happen easily.”

The WHO and Drug Companies Are Severely Compromised

The WHO’s rejection of ivermectin only makes sense if a) you take into account the

EUA requirements; and b) remember that the WHO receives a signiWcant portion of its

funding from private vaccine interests.

The Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation is the second largest funder of the WHO after

the United States, and The GAVI Alliance, also owned by Gates, is the fourth largest

donor. The GAVI Alliance exists solely to promote and proWt from vaccines, and for

several years, the WHO director-general, Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus, served on

the GAVI board of directors.16
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As reported by Bannister, Merck, the original patent holder of ivermectin, also has

severe con\icts of interest that appear to have played a role in the rejection of

ivermectin. He writes:

“Ivermectin has been used in humans for 35 years and over 4 billion doses

have been administered. Merck, the original patent holder,  donated 3.7

billion doses to developing countries … Its safety is documented at doses

twenty times the normal …

Merck’s patent on Ivermectin expired in 1996 and they produce less than 5%

of global supply. In 2020 they were asked to assist in Nigerian and Japanese

trials but declined both.

In 2021 Merck released a statement claiming that Ivermectin was not an

effective treatment against Covid-19 and bizarrely claimed, ‘A concerning

lack of safety data in the majority of studies’ of the drug they donated to be

distributed in mass rollouts, by primary care workers, in mass campaigns, to

millions in developing countries.

The media reported the Merck statement as a blinding truth without looking

at the coneict of interests when days later, Merck received $356m from the

US government to develop an investigational therapeutic.

The WHO even quoted Merck, as evidence, that it didn’t work, in their

recommendation against the use of Ivermectin. It’s a dangerous world when

corporate marketing determines public health policy.”

FLCCC Calls for Widespread and Early Use of Ivermectin

In the U.S., the FLCCC has been calling for widespread adoption of ivermectin, both as
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a prophylactic and for the treatment of all phases of COVID-19,  and Kory has

testiWed to the beneEts of ivermectin before a number of COVID-19 panels, including

the Senate Committee on Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs in December

2020  and the National Institutes of Health COVID-19 Treatment Guidelines Panel in

January 2021.

“ Based on a meta-analysis of 18 randomized
controlled trials, ivermectin produces large
statistically significant reductions in mortality, time
to clinical recovery, and time to viral clearance.”

As noted by the FLCCC:

“The data shows the ability of the drug Ivermectin to prevent COVID-19, to

keep those with early symptoms from progressing to the hyper-ineammatory

phase of the disease, and even to help critically ill patients recover.

… numerous clinical studies — including peer-reviewed randomized

controlled trials — showed large magnitude beneOts of Ivermectin in

prophylaxis, early treatment and also in late-stage disease. Taken together …

dozens of clinical trials that have now emerged from around the world are

substantial enough to reliably assess clinical egcacy.”

The FLCCC has published three different COVID-19 protocols, all of which include the

use of ivermectin:

I-MASK+  — a prevention and early at-home treatment protocol

I-MATH+  — an in-hospital treatment protocol. The clinical and scientiWc
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rationale for this protocol has been peer-reviewed and was published in the

Journal of Intensive Care Medicine  in mid-December 2020

I-RECOVER  — a long-term management protocol for long-haul syndrome

In addition to Lawrie’s meta-analysis in the American Journal of Therapeutics, the

FLCCC has also published a scientiWc review  in that same journal.

This paper, “Review of the Emerging Evidence Demonstrating the Ejcacy of

Ivermectin in the Prophylaxis and Treatment of COVID-19,” published in the May/June

2021 issue, found that, based on a meta-analysis of 18 randomized controlled trials,

ivermectin produces “large statistically signiWcant reductions in mortality, time to

clinical recovery, and time to viral clearance.”

Ivermectin SigniKcantly Reduces Infection Risk and Death

The FLCCC also found that when used as a preventive, ivermectin “signiWcantly

reduced risks of contracting COVID-19.” In one study, of those given a dose of 0.4 mg

per kilo on Day 1 and a second dose on Day 7, only 2% tested positive for SARS-CoV-

2, compared to 10% of controls who did not get the drug.

In another, family members of patients who had tested positive were given two doses

of 0.25 mg/kg, 72 hours apart. At follow up two weeks later, only 7.4% of the exposed

family members who took ivermectin tested positive, compared to 58.4% of those

who did not take ivermectin.

In a third, which unfortunately was unblended, the difference between the two groups

was even greater. Only 6.7% of the ivermectin group tested positive compared to

73.3% of controls. According to the FLCCC, “the difference between the two groups

was so large and similar to the other prophylaxis trial results that confounders alone
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are unlikely to explain such a result.”

The FLCCC also points out that ivermectin distribution campaigns have resulted in

“rapid population-wide decreases in morbidity and mortality,” which indicate that

ivermectin is “effective in all phases of COVID-19.” For example, in Brazil, three

regions distributed ivermectin to its residents, while at least six others did not. The

difference in average weekly deaths is stark.

In Santa Catarina, average weekly deaths declined by 36% after two weeks of

ivermectin distribution, whereas two neighboring regions in the South saw declines of

just 3% and 5%. Amapa in the North saw a 75% decline, while the Amazonas had a

42% decline and Para saw an increase of 13%.

It’s worth noting that ivermectin’s effectiveness appears largely unaffected by

variants, meaning it has worked on any and all variants that have so far popped up

around the world. Additional evidence for ivermectin will hopefully come from the

British PRINCIPLE trial,  which began June 23, 2021. Ivermectin will be evaluated as

an outpatient treatment in this study, which will be the largest clinical trial to date.

Ivermectin in the Treatment of Long-Haul Syndrome

The FLCCC believes ivermectin may also be an important treatment adjunct for long-

haul COVID syndrome. In their June 16, 2021, video update, the team reviewed the

newly released I-RECOVER protocol.

Keep in mind that ivermectin is not to be used in isolation. Corticosteroids, for

example, are often a crucial treatment component when organizing pneumonia-

related lung damage is present. Vitamin C is also important to combat in\ammation.

Be sure to work with your doctor to identify the right combination of drugs and

supplements for you.

29
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Last but not least, as noted by Kory in this video, it’s really important to realize that

long-haul syndrome is entirely preventable. The key is early treatment when you

develop symptoms of COVID-19.

While ivermectin has a good track record when it comes to prevention and early

treatment, it can be tricky to obtain, depending on where you live and who your doctor

is.

A highly effective alternative that anyone can use, anywhere, is nebulized hydrogen

peroxide. It’s extremely safe and very inexpensive. The biggest cost is the one-time

purchase of a good tabletop jet nebulizer. To learn more, download Dr. Thomas Levy’s

free e-book, “Rapid Virus Recovery,” in which he details how to use this treatment.

 

Darzoum

Even putting aside for the moment that the deaths from the injections are very likely much higher than

what is reported by VAERS, since we don’t have that exact Wgure, let’s interpret the statistics just based

on the following quote (Steve Kirsch, “Should You Get Vaccinated”), especially since so many

others—e.g. Dr. Zelenko—have also insisted that hundreds of thousands could have been saved had

HCQ or ivermectin been properly utilized rather than ojcially suppressed:

“Repurposed drugs [such as hydroxychloroquine and ivermectin] are safer and more effective than the

current vaccines. In general, early treatment with an effective protocol reduces your risk of dying by

more than 100X so instead of 600,000 deaths, we’d have fewer than 6,000 deaths. NOTE: The vaccine

has already killed over 6,000 people and that’s from the vaccine alone (and doesn’t count any

breakthrough deaths).”

Based on these numbers (for the United States), that would mean the unavoidable fatalities from covid

amount to less than 6,000, while the combined deaths resulting from ojcial pandemic

policy—particularly the suppression of viable therapies—and the administration of its chosen

“therapies,” would exceed 600,000.   Sources:

https://rvr.medfoxpub.com/
https://articles.mercola.com/members/Darzoum/default.aspx
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articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2021/06/21/mrna-inventor-i..

 trialsitenews.com/should-you-get-vaccinated

Posted On 06/30/2021

 

NewlandsWanderer

Well said Darzoum.  In my post on this page I have put a link to "HYDROXYCHLOROQUINE AND ITS

FRIENDS" by Harvey Risch MD. PhD  where he reveals the appalling corruption that cost countless

lives because the vaccine mercenaries - as usual - put their corrupt wealth before people's health.

Posted On 06/30/2021

 

Retsbew

It would be good to know of sources that are safe where we could obtain Ivermectin.  Vets will have it,

but doubt they would know how much a person would safely take in the case of Covid 19. This could

help anyone who has taken the gene modiWcation: RESEARCH: Dandelion leaf extract blocks spike

proteins from binding to the ACE2 cell surface receptor 06/28/2021 / By Lance D Johnson.  (According

to the European ScientiWc Cooperative on Phytotherapy, the recommended dosage of dandelion leaf is

4–10 grams steeped in hot water, up to three times per day.)

www.newstarget.com/2021-06-28-dandelion-leaf-extract-blocks-spike-prot..

Posted On 06/30/2021

 

Darzoum

Retsbew, thanks; also, I recall Dr. Mikovitz talking about suramin/shikimic-acid being an antidote to

the spike proteins.  Sources include pine needle tea (NOT: Ponderosa pine, yew or Norfolk Island

pine), teas from star anise or fennel (currently proliWc in my yard!).  Don't have a link offhand, but

https://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2021/06/21/mrna-inventor-interviewed-about-injection-dangers.aspx
https://trialsitenews.com/should-you-get-vaccinated/
https://articles.mercola.com/members/NewlandsWanderer/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/Retsbew/default.aspx
https://www.newstarget.com/2021-06-28-dandelion-leaf-extract-blocks-spike-proteins-binding-to-ace2-receptor.html
https://articles.mercola.com/members/Darzoum/default.aspx
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this info is readily available online with such search terms as: "suramin," "shikimic-acid" or "pine

needle tea."

Posted On 06/30/2021

 

pipblanc

Thank you for this. The Dandelion leaf looks promising: I am using Quercetin after bad Covid

related hives, nettles, zinc, D3/K2, Magnesium, Vitamin C etc. Yes, I agree about vet's Ivermectin

but any other is prohibitively expensive if you have not been earning due to Long Covid. I had hives

daily for eight months...

Posted On 06/30/2021

 

yiolat

You can Wnd all the information that you need on America's Frontline Doctors website

americasfrontlinedoctors.org/treatments/how-do-i-get-covid-19-medicati..

Posted On 06/30/2021

 

brandt_u

One can order Ivermectin under the name Stromectol without prescription from Canada. Problem

is, which mg, quantity, dosage. As I'm ignorant about it  I didn't buy any - too expensive for

mistakes. world-medic-store.com/.../Stromectol Maybe someone can give advice?

Posted On 06/30/2021

https://articles.mercola.com/members/pipblanc/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/yiolat/default.aspx
https://americasfrontlinedoctors.org/treatments/how-do-i-get-covid-19-medication/
https://articles.mercola.com/members/brandt_5F00_u/default.aspx
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Bugg

You can obtain Ivermectin through the America's Frontline Doctor's website or SpeakToAnMD.  I

know there are other doctors that are prescribing it now.  If you're looking to obtain the veterinary

kind, I can tell you that a friend who had covid took Ivermectin [for horses] had good results.  The

instructions were clear on the dose per weight which she followed and recovered quick.  It was

amazing.

I am one of those who was a recipient of the shedding/transmission from a friend who got the

PWzer shot in January.  Since it had been 4 months after she had her shots & when we got together,

I wasn't concerned but maybe should have been since I have an immune deWciency.  I'm very much

into eating organically and avoiding in\ammatory foods/oils, etc., and honestly thought I would be

"okay" after that length of time.  Nevertheless, she was moving out of state and we met for lunch

then hugged goodbye.  I got in my car and drove home.  About 20 minutes later, the lymph glands

in my neck swelled and hurt like hell to the point where I had trouble moving my head. It made me

wonder if I had meningitis.  My entire neck area was painful.  A fever also occurred.  I was

miserable and became scared. I had heard about pine needle tea from Dr. Mikovits and purchased

some since the pine trees around here have lawns that have been treated w/pesticides.

 Meanwhile, I increased my vitamin C & other nutrients.  It helped but the malaise persisted.  It

wasn't until I had several batches of the pine needle tea that things got better.  Did it get rid of it?  I

can't say for sure. It's been a month and so far so good but time will tell.  I also heard from Dr.

Tenpenny that dandelion leaf extract seems to help. Mike Adams also recently had a piece on it as

well.

Posted On 06/30/2021

 

NewlandsWanderer

Thanks Retsbew - Here's a helpful little tweet about how the Dandelion can help block the

interaction between ACE2 cell surface receptor and SARS-CoV-2 spike protein in vitro .

twitter.com/.../1

https://articles.mercola.com/members/Bugg/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/NewlandsWanderer/default.aspx
https://twitter.com/robinmonotti2/status/1410182447472447491/photo/1
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Posted On 06/30/2021

 

EstherOul

Wow, thanks for this!

Posted On 06/30/2021

 

franz57

It might be worth a quick trip to Mexico where it is available over the counter. It is widely used there

as a preventative and for treatment. I was reading that it was recently used in India and curtailed

that outbreak rather quickly. (down over 80% last I saw). If ever we are allowed to leave Canada

again I will surely consider bringing a supply home.

Posted On 06/30/2021

 

MalinoisMom

I agree Retsbew. I'd love to know where I could get Ivermectin if I needed it. Preferably under a

medical doctor's care. We give it to our horses to de-worm them, but I can't imagine taking that

paste on my own without any guidance, lol. I don't think my vet would be too agreeable to treat me

with it if I were to need it.

Posted On 06/30/2021

 

HealthiestChoices

Hi, Bugg~   I *liked* your post as I also have hugged a couple folks who had the jab.  Thankfully, I

https://articles.mercola.com/members/EstherOul/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/franz57/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/MalinoisMom/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/HealthiestChoices/default.aspx
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didn't notice any problems afterward, but I'm going to be more careful.  So glad you were able to

get help with natural means...that's always my Wrst choice too.  

.

The reason I came back to add this post is because I wanted to add a  *WARNING*  about the

SpeakToAnMD site.  I copied the information you mentioned on SpeakToAnMD and then decided to

check it.  When I did I also found this site from the Better Business Bureau and thought I should

post it here, as a WARNING.  There are several unhappy comments there, so thought I would advise

others they might want to check before becoming involved.

.

www.bbb.org/us/ga/alpharetta/proWle/medical-consultants/speakwithanmd..

Posted On 06/30/2021

 

ursulariches

Thank you for this re the dandelion leaf. Do you know about pine needle tea. How does that work?

In the UK, it is up to the  MHRA to stop blocking the use of Ivermectin. We can ask for it to be made

available without even having a prescription. We can DEMAND it.  Having it made available over the

counter in pharmacies or in small packets widely available  in supermarkets will mean everyone

will be safe.  They unleash a toxic jab on us all, even the immune with antibodies, then they lock us

up and lock us down and lock us out. This is after and during  the releasing of bio weapons against

us. There is an alternative to Iivermectin and that would be getting the bacteria from which it is

made, growing it and selling it as a probiotc.

Posted On 06/30/2021

 

vassil
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Addressing just these 3 mistakes can greatly improve the health condition and the immune power.

And for an immediate effect there are just a couple of long proven substances that play a pivotal

role, and 2 actions - hydration and quitting reWned carbs and cooked/processed food (cooking by

the way is the Wrst form of processing). There are dozens of articles by dr. M on those widely

deWcient crucial substances/supplements (vitC, D, Se, Zn, Mg, iodine, quercetin, hydrogen

peroxide...), and there are literally thousands of studies on Pubmed on the impact on immunity of

those vitamins, minerals, and nutrition. These deWciencies are common and they are a major

reason for prolonged disease, poor outcomes, and getting ill in the Wrst place.

Any infection uses up vit C stores, the more serious the infection the faster these stores are

depleted. HUGE amounts are needed. "Vitamin C levels in coronavirus patients drop dramatically

when they suffer sepsis,...’  "The infection is automatically inducing a vitamin C deWciency which

acutely compromises the immune system and you lose the ability to neutralize whatever toxins are

in the body".- dr. Levy There's a key point about Vit C - it is not properly utilized if taken along with

reWned carbohydrates (glucose and ascorbic acid use the same cell receptors, which favor

glucose). Check Dr. Sandler's immunization diet from 1949 - he observed that after you stop eating

reWned carbohydrates, "Within just twenty-four hours, the body can build up sujcient resistance to

the polio virus to prevent disease." All animal species use signiWcant amounts of v.C - derived from

food or produced in their liver. Goats for example, when stressed (by infection, injury) use up to

1400 mg per kg  of v.C per day, derived  from these sources - they very rarely get sick. Primates get

the human equivalent of 4 to 8 grams of v.C  per day, with no animal impeding its utilization and

action by consuming  reWned carbohydrates, as humans do.

Posted On 06/30/2021

 

evedawn

Funny how people will only take Ivermectin under the guidance of a medical doctor. Would that be

the same medical doctor who has no problem with administering a rushed experimental mRN

serum jab to kids without informed consent? Take your responsibility people. Don't rely on corrupt

pharma minions. Read. Research. You decide what is good for you. Ivermectin is given by weight.

Use your calculator.

https://articles.mercola.com/members/evedawn/default.aspx
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Posted On 06/30/2021

 

olushola

Please provide the link to the study, I couldn't Wnd it. It seems that this article is being regurgitated

on many sites word for word.

Posted On 07/02/2021

 

NewlandsWanderer

THIS IS A BRILLIANT  TWO MINUTE SKETCH - making fun of the current vax agenda and the push to

get everyone jabbed: twitter.com/.../1410159013258485766

Posted On 06/30/2021

 

Lakhana13

Hilarious and absolutely spot on...........Thanks for the humor. We need every little bit as the world

has gone crazy as in a Twilight Zone episode.

Posted On 06/30/2021

 

therealjones

That was great!

Posted On 06/30/2021
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ursulariches

thank you it is appropriate

Posted On 06/30/2021

 

rrealrose

NewlandsWanderer - scroll down from your twitter link - someone remarked there are nearly 1

million vacn reactions on the Yellow Card Report (UK).

Posted On 06/30/2021

 

dude01

That was funny, Newlands. I needed a good laugh today. Thank you.

Posted On 06/30/2021

 

balhawk

Direct hit!

Posted On 06/30/2021

 

LuckyinSA
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I guess this is my 2 cents worth.  I work in aged care.  For 2 weeks, the next day after every shift of

being in close proximity to a jabbed resident I would have a nose bleed when I woke up the following

morning.  Obviously I tried to keep my distance from these people, but in that work environment,

sometimes easier said than done.  I saw the articles about pine needle tea and suramin, thought great,

I can protect myself.  The articles stated the best tree was the Mosson Pine.  Fantastic.  It does not

grow here in South Australia naturally.  There is one tree growing in the botanic gardens in the hills (a

fair distance away from me) and also a fair trek into the gardens to Wnd it.  Shortly after there was a

follow up article from Dr Judy M stating that pine needle tea does not contain suramin but only

shikimic acid, which is a natural anti viral that is also found in Star Anise.  Great, I can get that at my

local supermarket. I bought a heap, and every night after work would brew it up with boiling water and

some beef extract (tastes great) and since doing that, despite being around more and more vaxed

people have never had another nose bleed.  Something to consider.  Also, I have not bought Ivermectin

yet, but I wonder, years and years ago, I had many clients who had contracted lyme disease, and I

advised them at the time to supplement with Cats Claw.  They all did and all recovered very quickly

because it is a natural anti parasitic.  Has anyone here tried Cats Claw?

Posted On 06/30/2021

 

arnopi1

I also bought a load of star anise, but then learned that only the Chinese one is ok, and the

Japanese one is toxic. When dry, they can't be told apart, and even for labs it's dijcult to tell the

difference. And guess what. Roche, the Swiss poison peddler, buys up 90% of the Chinese star

anise crop to extract shikimic acid for their Tami\u. Isn't that interesting? They knew about

shikimic acid long before anyone else. So what are the chances of Wnding pure Chinese star anise

that is not heavily adulterated with the Japanese crap? Just stared at my last brew and didn't touch

it anymore.

Posted On 06/30/2021

 

ymiranthis
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Cypress tree essential oil contains a substance that is a zinc ionophore, like quercetin or

hydroxychloroquine. This article explains:

medium.com/@mahakyasmin/hinokitiol-a-revolutionary-drug-420129981f53    See the Wrst

paragraph and the paragraph entitled "Antiviral activity".  I wouldn't use Cypress essential oil except

under the advice of a qualiWed herbalist. It is strong stuff. Some of the readers here may know that

olive leaf prepared as a decoction (boiled in water for 10 minutes) is antiviral, safe, and a delicious

tea. I've given cooled olive leaf tea to my cats, who loved it.

Posted On 06/30/2021

 

GreenBacker

Thanks so much for sharing that. Another brick in our wall of protection and cure. For real.

Posted On 06/30/2021

 

LuckyinSA

I have been using high olive leaf extract  daily,  along with Resveratrol, Vit D, Calcium, magnesium,

 Zinc, B1, B6 and B12.  Since understanding the shedding aspect of the jab have now added the

star anise. (shilikimic acid).  May have to start making Dandelion tea.  don't like taking pharma

drugs.  Just me talking now.

Posted On 06/30/2021

 

lovingMom2013

The power of MMS discovered by Dr Humble long ago is also well known today. We can make MMS at

home. It treats not only COVID but many other serious ailments. https://andreaskalcker.com/en/

https://medium.com/@mahakyasmin/hinokitiol-a-revolutionary-drug-420129981f53
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Posted On 06/30/2021

 

forbiddenhealing

When Fauxi stated emphatically, " There is NO cure for covid, wait for the vaccine,"  he told those on his

fairy-tale boat.."We're sinking, there are no life jackets, the Coast Guard will be here eventually."  Had he

run an actual ferry with no life jackets he'd be in the brig forever. Of course this has been the case with

ojcial medicine for decades where "life jackets" are hidden, forbidden and you can't have one.

Posted On 06/30/2021

 

jamNjim

Yeah, and this happened 15 years after he said Hydroxychloriquine was a miracle cure for SARS

(Sars-CoV-1). So either he was lying in 2005 when he said it works or he lied in 2020 when he said

it doesn't work. Either way, the man is a pathological liar.

Posted On 06/30/2021

 

fvtomasch

Just a thought. If Ivermectin is used for parasites then Oil of Oregano should also work with less

possible side effects. Just a few drops in water or in a diffuser or a few drops in simmering water then

inhale or take the pill form. Oil of Oregano is anti-parasitic /antiviral /antibacterial. I clear out my

sinuses just by inhaling from the bottle.

fshn.illinois.edu/news/study-shows-oregano-essential-oil%E2%80%99s-abi..  and

medicine.wustl.edu/news/viruses-exacerbate-disease-caused-leishmania-p..

Posted On 06/30/2021
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ursulariches

Oil of oregano is sold in capsule form too. Get hold of a pharmacist and get your required drugs

that way. Who would really have thought of how absurd the deceptions and evil of our world is

today, that people would be buying apple \avored horse wormer paste? Its CRAZY!

Posted On 06/30/2021

 

Friend98

Amantadine is also superb solution, and is treated in Poland by Dr.W.Bodnar , with over 3000 patients

over two year period. Now Poland is conducting "preliminary" study on drug used over four decades, is

pushed back the same way Ivermectin is. Also using Amantadine, patients are saving themselves from

post Covid different organs damaged symptoms https://wbodnar.com/

Posted On 06/30/2021

 

collard444leaf

I found this interesting article out of Temple University.I always appreciate reading everyone’s

thoughtful comments and look forward to yours.

 www.templehealth.org/about/news/sars-cov-2-spike-proteins-disrupt-the-..

Posted On 06/30/2021

 

jamNjim

Our FAKE healthcare system, and the WHO, will keep this pandemic going through the end of 2021 and
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possibly through Spring of 2022 or until about 80% of the population is vaccinated. It's all about the

DOLLAR$$$$! The unapproved/unlicensed vaccine goes away (won't be available) the day they declare

we have effective pharmaceuticals that treat and cure Covid-19.So, it was and still is all about the

vaccines. They thought everyone would be running over each other to get to the Wrst available clinic

with the Covid-19 vaccine and it didn't happen. So they have to keep the "fear porn" going in hopes it

encourages more people to take the jab. Meanwhile, everyone else around the world is using very

cheap and readily available drugs like Ivermectin and Hydroxychloriquine  to effectively treat Covid-19

patients. The evidence is overwhelming that this whole event was orchestrated by the WHO, CDC, FDA,

NIH, and the CCP. When you examine all of these organizations they all have one thing in common.

They are all SOCIALIST/Communist! It's a prerequisite to be a far left Liberal to even get hired on at the

CDC, NIH, and FDA. So it isn't hard to imagine how they collaborated with China and the WHO to carry

out the biggest scam of humanity!

Posted On 06/30/2021

 

Tomola

Of course there are dollars to be made, but there's more to it than that.  Bill Gates has been

preaching the need for global depopulation over the last two decades. Now Bill and  his money are

lurking behind all the lead vaccines that are being used across the western world.

Posted On 06/30/2021

 

que1888

I want a doctor to explain why 2 anti-parasitic drugs are knocking out a "virus".  WHY is nobody talking

about that?  Covid is actually just a red blood cell disorder.  The patient can breathe in oxygen ok in the

lungs and exhale CO2, but something is preventing the red blood cells from attaching to oxygen

causing extreme hypoxia.   Hey!  Guess what other disease does that.....MALARIA!!    In both Malaria

and Covid, patients in the end ultimately die of hypoxia from not enough oxygen in red blood cells and

immune disfunctional cytokine  storms.  Is this some rare bat parasite?  So how would parasites get
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transmitted in the winter?  From jamming those damn internasal swabs up near the brain over and over

and over.

Posted On 06/30/2021

 

Psalm46

Very interesting hypothesis; I became ill with Covid April 2020. I suffered from tachycardia, severe

problems with my urinary system, high fevers, and pneumonia. As I didn't have the usual cough at

the start, it was a few days and a hospital visit before a doctor realised what was going on. At that

point, I started taking Artemisia Annua (sweet wormwood) which is another anti-malarial. My

husband and I take this as a prophylaxis when we go to Uganda, where we teach Wrst aid.  Some

research online revealed that this medication was trialled successfully in the 2005 Sars outbreak,

so I Wgured that it would probably be helpful for me. I took it for three weeks, and I am happy to

report that I recovered without the need for supplemental oxygen, even though my levels dropped

brie\y to 40%  at one point, and I was able to return to work within a few weeks.

Posted On 06/30/2021

 

tallulah3

que that’s what I have always thought about it. I think that there’s something on those swabs and I

wouldn’t ever let them stick those up my nose. I saw an article not too long ago showing that the

disposable masks have tiny worms on them and can be seen under a microscope. Scary stuff.

Posted On 06/30/2021

 

cgraylinggmail.com

That is the bottom line - ivermec is used as a wormer for livestock and dogs (heartworm).  I
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read/saw there are worms (implanted and intentional) in the masks and swabs.  And my current

research is indicating 'viruses' don't even exist - mind blown.  There is a distinct possibility that

every 'outbreak' or 'pandemic' our civilization has experienced over the decades has resulted from

the introduction of various waves into our environment.   1918 Spanish Flu - radio waves

introduced 1979 Flu outbreak - 1G introduced 1991 Cholera outbreak - 2G introduced 1998 Flu

outbreak - 3G introduced 2009 H1N1 - 4G introduced 2019 COVID-19 - 5G introduced Zika didn't

even exist; that was a ploy to get huge grants to certain companies. How can scholars/scientists

claim a virus does not exist, yet we get sick?  Must be an external factor everyone is dismissing.

Posted On 06/30/2021

 

Drew458

Ivermectin works against Covid in several ways. Dr. Suehuelt (spelling?) did at least one extensive

video on this, which might still be up at YT, showing at least 5 ways that it does the job, including

suppressing furin cleavage.  Ivermectin's main way of Wghting SARS-CoV-2 is that it blocks the

spike proteins from binding with the ACE-2 receptor sites.  There is another anti-parasitic that was

studied down in Laredo Texas, nitazoxoanide, that worked well but not as effectively.

Anti-parasitics may work in yet another way, helping rid your body of certain kinds of small

parasites that are very common yet very hard to test for. The swabs used are sterile, and these

days are only inserted 1/2" up your nose.

Posted On 06/30/2021

 

IScream2

I read early on, before it was not available anymore, that the virus had malaria and HIV as part of its

makeup.  That might account for HCQ being successful at combating the virus, too….

Posted On 06/30/2021
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bee70578

que1888, I've not seen veriWcation this but it's interesting in  relation to your comment about

swabs! groups.google.com/.../kWRHgN9DpTI

Posted On 06/30/2021

 

My_Time

Especially when those Nasal Swabs are sterilized with ethylene oxide which causes cancer!!!

Posted On 06/30/2021

 

Clh8735

I have learned of my 65 years on this planet that caring for your immune system works... taking

preventative measures work and very little dependency on synthetic drugs!   But to learn there are

repurposed drugs that can be added to one’s immune care choices are a win-win... is just a no brainer!

 I found Dr. Mercola twenty years ago and his info/probiotics were an asset to improving my

health...plus many other holistic doctors promoting common sensed protocols!  HEALTH is not a

concern in any of this COVID BS...or over the past 60+ years I have dealt with health issues... it’s all

about the greed of pharma!  Too many looking for the easy route...lazy to care to our God given body to

listen to the over-board drug ads to promote a happy life with their drugs!!! Zero talk of strengthening

our innate...non-speciWc immune system, miraculous T-cell function that can protect us from many

viruses, etc!   It’s a NO BRAINER... but quick Wx pills/drugs are plentiful/prescribed easily!

 Brainwashing, feeding garbage/horrible American diet, toxins everywhere in our environment just plain

sets the masses up for this scheme...Agenda!   Well planned and those of us who...GET IT... have quite

the Wght!   My faith is in these awesome, common sensed doctors, scientists who truly care about

human life/survival and God!  Governments around this world, like in Canada, are shutting down
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churches, arresting pastors for conducting services

!

 to building camps for the unvaccinated,

continuing with lockdowns, etc... just prove there is quite an EVIL SOUL behind the scenes!  But God

wins over evil! Science forgets about GOD!  I am not the best Christian but always believe in my

creator... and many years wasted entrusting my health to this mad science/medicine to be ever secure

in knowing our innate..God given body is very capable to protect us!!! Yes, there may be a place for

synthetic drugs... but not one and only!!  With GREED at the center of this all...will be NO cures/healing!

 

" #

Posted On 06/30/2021

 

vassil

People are not susceptible to infections/disease for lack of  treatments, be they pharm. drugs or

natural concentrated extracts. Why are people the only profoundly sick species on earth, when they

should be the healthiest, being the only species with intellect, knowledge, medicine, drugs, observing

hygiene like no other creature? One thing is never emphasized enough - the simple problem is their

weakened immune system. And what's weakening this system? Two simple things: 1. TOXIC BURDEN,

accumulated commonly through decades, 2. DEFICIENCY/LACK OF A COUPLE OF CRUCIAL

NUTRIENTS, such as vitamin C, D, selenium, iodine, omega 3s. Any system, be it a living organism or a

technical device will only perform at its best provided the right raw materials and fuel it was created to

run upon are supplied, and no excess waste is hindering their function.  There are THOUSANDS of

scientiWc publications on the.role of these key nutrients on Pubmed, dozens by dr. M, etc.

The problem with most of the health info is it tends to be overwhelming with lots of speciWc scientiWc

details, missing the fact that they are all related and stemming from these 2 major factors -

accumulated toxicity and a few severe deWciencies. Тhat's why elderly people are most affected,

having been on improper nutrition, medication for decades. No animal on Earth is aware of any

scientiWc publication or discovery, yet no animal is as sick as the human race. Where does the toxic

burden and deWciencies come from? What don't animals do that people do? 1 cooking. 2 mixing

incompatible foods in one meal. 3 consuming foods unsuitable for their digestion. Those 3 make

proper/complete digestion impossible.  Undigested / processed food brings about:  - nutrient

deWciencies - in vitamins, minerals, proteins, proper fats, - intoxication - undigested food is

decomposed by pathogenic bacteria, fungi, parasites and gives them good ground to proliferate and
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produce toxic waste.

Posted On 06/30/2021

 

sopricon

Ivermectin is sold for horses at all feed stores. farmers Co ops, and Tractor Supply. Cost about $8.00

here and that would treat a lot of people of various weights. My family has been using it for very many

years and you don't have to be exact so go a little over in amount since your body will get rid of any

extra in your poop.  It lasts years around here and comes with a marked dispensor and even apple

\avored which I found when you buy some today.  I would add some apple \avoring thiugh and its

sticky since that was the way we gave it all our animals by putting it on their tongues and on all us,

including children too.  One other beneWt is when we went in the Welds or woods, pest like ticks, \eas,

mosquitoes, etc would land on you but not stick. Others that didn't take it couldn't understand why you

were not bitten and they were.

Worms everything that takes it so be prepared to poop loose for a couple of days, good for all animals.

 I too would like a tablet, not a capsule, maybe 6 -9mg and 6 -6mg to keep just in case. Simple to Wgure

you need in a tablet, just multiply your weight by 0.9% for the amount. I weigh 200 pounds so that

equals 18 mg of tablet for me. my wife  needs 12 mg.  Amazing to me that folks are coming back for

old timey remedies like Goldenrod juice that also works great for bee, wasp stings. We gathered it

every year and simply squeezed the stalk to get the juice.  Gathering was a fun time and its easier

today as there is seldom anyone else seen doing it like in the old days.  Don't forget made in spring and

summer from plants, not the winter honey made from sugar water.  I could go on all day!!!

Posted On 06/30/2021

 

Kanadian45

Thanks!
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Posted On 06/30/2021

 

Lfod444

since there are several sources to buy Ivermectin here is a dosage conversion chart.  take note that

it references the 3mg tablets , and the Canadian pharmacys also sell 6mg and 12 mg tablets

.IVERMECTIN Body weight conversion (kg/lb) for ivermectin dose in prophylaxis and treatment of

COVID-19 Body weight Conversion  (1kg ≈ 2.2 lbs) (doses calculated per upper end of weight

range)Dose0.2 mg/kg ≈ 0.09 mg/lb(Each tablet = 3mg; doses rounded to nearest half tablet above)

/70–90 lb 32–40 kg 8 mg (3  tablets=9  mg) /91–110 lb 41–50 kg 10 mg (3.5 tablets) /111–130 lb

51–59 kg 12 mg (4 tablets) /131–150 lb 60–68 kg 13.5 mg (4.5 tablets) /151–170 lb 69–77 kg 15

mg (5 tablets) /171–190 lb 78–86 kg 16 mg (5.5 tablets) /191–210 lb 87–95 kg 18 mg (6 tablets)

/211–230 lb 96–104 kg 20 mg (7  tablets=21  mg) /231–250 lb 105–113 kg 22 mg (7.5

tablets=22.5 mg) /251–270 lb 114–122 kg 24 mg (8 tablets) /271–290 lb 123–131 kg 26 mg (9

 tablets=27  mg) /291–310 lb 132–140 kg 28 mg (9.5 tablets=28.5 mg) the actual chart can be

found on the FLCCC  web site

Posted On 06/30/2021

 

noah1218

@ Ulika7-The biblical explanation is the only one that makes sense in these times. Luciferase as a

component of the vaccine and Gates’ multiple patents ending in 666. You can’t make this sh*t up!

Posted On 06/30/2021

 

davidhuberfr

luciferase I think is not a component of the vaccine, it was used by PWzer in testing to track where

the spike proteins were going.  luciferase is a bio-luminescent abundant in nature.
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Posted On 06/30/2021

 

eli4180

Davidhuberfr: Yes, the luciferase is added to the brew.  In Moderna's injection, luciferase mRNA is

in the SM-102, which is part of the lipid nanoparticle structure.

Posted On 06/30/2021

 

fundamentalassumptions

Remember that you're dealing w/ mockers when you see their 666 & so forth, & be ye sober, not

biting at or swallowing everything they throw at you. Keep it & ponder it, but be cautious & prove all

things.  Lucifer is a Latinized translation for light-bearer that the King James translators kept by

grace & inspiration: it is found only in Isaiah 14:12,  is removed from all the new versions, & what is

put in its place is a title only applying to the Lord Jesus Christ in 2 Peter 1:19 from an entirely

different term, & a twist on the descriptor of Lucifer in Is 14:12 actually cross-referencing with Job

38, & Genesis 6 KJB.  Classic antichrist blasphemy & craft, but it has nothing to do with the word

actually being translated in Isaiah, or the referenced bio-luminescent enzyme other than sick,

perverted 'humor'.  

One of the faithful & identifying cross-references to Lucifer's antichrist & counterfeiting, proud

character is found comparing Isaiah 14:12 to 2 Corinthians 11 KJB, also to Ezekiel 28 KJB which

have been altered to Wt pc antichrist objectives in the new versions as well in most cases, and

again, having nothing to do with any direct translation.  

Unbelievers like to toss it about without full disclosure on what their doing, & mockingly, or to show

their 'superiority' & being 'above' the simplicity of Christ & the faith once delivered as conditioned

by their cult leaders, as well mocking any pure or simple & humble enough to receive the truth with

all its implications.  They used the term to label an enzyme of certain carbon based lifeforms (all
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w/ that book of life DNA) that puts out light, exhibiting properties of bio-luminescence: 'luciferase'.

 They're still tossing around Greek& Latin to impress the laity whenever& wherever they can get

away w/ it, & prop up the price of their specialized knowledge& craft w/ what could be much more

simply & plainly expressed if to enlighten & lift rather than to obfuscate & keep the serfs in their

place.

Posted On 06/30/2021

 

baronkb

As I have previously stated, those who deliberately blocked the use of ivermectin in order to pad the

pockets of the pharma cartel need to be arrested and charged with genocide and crimes against

humanity.  This would include, at a minimum, the FauXi cult of liars.  Humanity has been played by

these bastards with crimes that rival those of last century's Holocaust.  These are the same

degenerates who forced useless and harmful mask mandates and lockdowns but ignored a very

effective cure.

Posted On 06/30/2021

 

jamNjim

The real issue here is obesity. The Food Pyramid is the biggest scam/hoax that ever existed, and

our children are being brainwashed to think that eating the food the Food Pyramid promotes is a

healthy diet. If you "follow the FAKE science" being promoted via the Food Pyramid you are almost

guaranteed to become obese, have heart disease, and/or type-2 diabetes. Except for the extreme

elderly, 99% of those dying from Covid-19 are obese. The countries that have come out on top of

this pandemic with the lowest death rates don't have an obesity problem. The foods they eat have

very little resemblance to anything that’s on our food pyramid. Therefore, everyone that was

involved in creating the food pyramid and all the propaganda that's promoted in Elementary School

Health classes should be charged with crimes against humanity. The Teachers/School Unions and

all the collaborators that write the textbooks should also be charged. That would basically
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eliminate the public school system and the US Department of Agriculture! Then go after those that

signed off on (approved) GMO’s and Glyphosate as those are the two things that make wheat even

deadlier today than it was 20 years ago. That would eliminate the entire FDA and EPA. All these

people should go to jail. Just think of all the bureaucratic DEAD WEIGHT we would get rid of! You

could lower federal income taxes 10%!

Posted On 06/30/2021

 

NewlandsWanderer

Dr Tess Lawrie has done a tremendous job of trying to get the vaccine roll-out halted in the UK, and

also desperately urging the recently sacked "health" secretary to use Ivermectin - with predictably no

response.  I have since discovered that another early use life-saver Hydroxychloroquine was

deliberately set up to fail long before the vaccine roll-out.

In March 2020 President Trump ordered BARDA to release the US strategic national stockpile of 60

million HCQ doses.  This order was conveyed by secretary of health Alex Azar to Rick Bright Director of

BARDA. However, Bright secretly conferred with Dr Janet Woodstock, then head of drugs and

theraputics branch of the FDA who told him not to request FDA approval to but to Wle an EUA

(Emergency Use Only)  for hospital use only, - knowing that the drug worked less well that way.  In

short, their actions actively blocked the use for outpatients (and preventative LIFE-SAVING early use).

This info is from this excellent talk "HYDROXYCHLOROQUINE AND ITS FRIENDS by Harvey Risch MD.

PhD   www.youtube.com/watch  

And Dr. Richard Urso shows how HCQ works and how it could have massively damaged the covid

vaccine agenda. twitter.com/.../1374120015079870466  Brian Tyson, George Fareed, Zev Zelenko,

Simone Gold, Pierre Kory  and a host of other good doctors have stood up against the Big Pharma

cabal to try and save lives using Hydroxychloroquine and Ivermectin. And Robert F Kennedy Jr, has

gone so far as to call out Fauci for having investments in vaccines, and helping set up bogus trials so

that  HCQ would fail, and for ignoring Ivermectin.  This way  the scavenging pHARMa proWteers would

be free to push their no liability experimental vaccine agenda onto an unsuspecting public :

twitter.com/.../1
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Posted On 06/30/2021

 

Drew458

Drs Tyson and Fareed are heroes, doing amazing work against the Covid in the Imperial Valley of

southern California. They are using a broad cocktail approach, pretty much the whole "kitchen

sink", and it has worked for thousands of people. They have their own protocol, similar to the 2

pronged AAPS protocol, HCQ on one arm, IVM on the other, with associated meds, vitamins, and

supplements.  Outside of their local newspaper (online too) they get almost no press.

Posted On 06/30/2021

 

Kanadian45

Excellent post

Posted On 06/30/2021

 

mrrobb

IDK...I could start out saying..F**k da UN.......but I wont :)

Posted On 06/30/2021

 

Kevin131

But you did... Be proud, everyone is thinking it, someone had to say it...

$
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Posted On 06/30/2021

 

Nadine17

cgraylinggmail.com wrote: "That is the bottom line - ivermec is used as a wormer for livestock and

dogs (heartworm).  I read/saw there are worms (implanted and intentional) in the masks and swabs.

 And my current research is indicating 'viruses' don't even exist - mind blown.  There is a distinct

possibility that every 'outbreak' or 'pandemic' our civilization has experienced over the decades has

resulted from the introduction of various waves into our environment.   1918 Spanish Flu - radio waves

introduced 1979 Flu outbreak - 1G introduced 1991 Cholera outbreak - 2G introduced 1998 Flu

outbreak - 3G introduced 2009 H1N1 - 4G introduced 2019 COVID-19 - 5G introduced Zika didn't even

exist; that was a ploy to get huge grants to certain companies. How can scholars/scientists claim a

virus does not exist, yet we get sick?  Must be an external factor everyone is dismissing."

I don't always see a reply button to everyone's comment, only sometimes.  How do I reply to someone's

comment if there is not a reply button. But anyway my reply to the above was that not too long ago I

read somewhere that every pandemic, \u issue was around the same time when radio towers went up,

etc.   They say Lyme disease is basically a worm, which is why the Salt/Vitamin C protocol works.  The

salt burns the worms, while the C heals. Back in the day they didn't have all of these health issues due

to salt being used to preserve food.Something to think about..."Salt worth it's weight in gold."  Also read

in ancient days that salt was a commodity.  Disease starts in the mouth I've heard plenty of times.

 Folks used to brush their teeth with baking soda, a type of salt.

Posted On 06/30/2021

 

skweiler

The love of money is the root of all evil.

Posted On 06/30/2021
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craigco46

No, it's the LACK of money.

Posted On 06/30/2021

 

skweiler

@craigco46-Greed is an inordinate desire for money. The problem is that a person does need

money, but he doesn't need more than a certain amount. The kind of scheming and BRIBING that

occurs with the goal of "winning" the rat race - at the expense of others - is the big issue. Provided

that a person is able to work or be supported by those who work for money there shouldn't be a

problem. What happens that everybody Wghts over their "piece of the pie." The only solutions are

law and virtue.

Posted On 06/30/2021

 

craigco46

skweiler....And how should that certain amount of money be determined and by who?  I'm thankful I

was fortunate to make quite a bit of money and now live the life style I desire and have become

accustomed to and I make no apologies to you or anyone else who think a person shouldn't make

or have more than his "fair share" (whatever that is supposed to mean) Yeah it's a dog eat dog  real

world out there and only a small minority like myself can play the game and come out a winner.

Posted On 06/30/2021

 

skweiler
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@craigco46, Primarily it is about need. There is a certain minimum required for every person (e.g.

food, shelter, clothing, transportation, utilities, EFFECTIVE medical care, diversions, leisure, etc.).

Those on this forum will recognize that healthy food is a must, and currently that is not cheap.

After need comes responsibilities. Those higher up should make more than those lower. One basic

need is a job. Under no circumstances should an employed person be preferred to one who is

unemployed unless the unemployed person can't fulWll the anticipated job duties. This doesn't

come down to speed or skills, but rather a handicap. Most people don't have problems with those

who make more, so long as they themselves make enough. The issue is that those who do make

more are typically greedy or callous, and they use their wealth and in\uence to make "the system"

very hard on anyone who is content to "just get by." Nowadays, it is a winner-takes-all system. How

else is it that a CEO is, upon selling "his" company, paid for a company which may be a century old

and which has attained its position through the sweat and tears of many people who were NOT

CEOs?

My point is that there shouldn't be any game to play. Human beings are RATIONAL animals. Even

animals work together - by instinct. The system could work much better if it was JUST. To be

fortunate isn't wrong (However, success shouldn't depend largely on one's good fortune.), but those

who are fortunate have a moral obligation to help those who aren't. The government would have to

be the decision maker. I think that the minimum wage should be (almost) individualized and should

be based on the number of dependents - among other things. And, of course, there must be

enforcement with regards to employment decisions.

Posted On 06/30/2021

 

craigco46

Skweiler...We are on opposite sides of the fence  on this issue of money  and need.  While I do

 agree everyone should be entitled to the minimum essentials of  food, clothing shelter etc. as you

stated if they are willing to produce in this society (unless they are severely handicapped in

someway and can't work) and I sort of agree with you about minimum wage.  I don't think there

should be a minimum wage but people should be paid based on what they are worth to their

employer and not on the number of dependentss they have.  If they want more, then they should
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have the incentive and motivation to increase their money making skills so they can earn more,

invest, and perhaps start their own business and increase their wealth....As far as your comment

about CEO's  and winner take all, I was the founder and CEO of my own company.  I started with

about $8000 that was earned selling and hustling  door to door in the neighborhood I grew up in

South Philly starting at about age seven.  I always had the desire to be wealthy and worked my ass

off 16-20 hours a day until I sold out to a Fortune 500 company for close to 10 Wgures.  But I also

made sure my employees were very well paid  and did offer proWt sharing and many of my former

employees became wealthy in their own right.  But I only hired people that were highly motivated to

become so.  After that I started and ran a sovereign wealth hedge fund and made my clients and

myself a great deal of money.   Now I'm retired (79 years old) and enjoying the fruits of my labor all

those years.   I also donate money in the mid to high seven Wgures each year to certain charities

and organizations I am passionate about.  I wouldn't be able to do this if I only wanted to earn

enough to satisfy my basic needs.

Posted On 06/30/2021

 

skweiler

How to you Wgure out what an employee is worth? Products are almost always the result of the

work of multiple people and the judge (i.e. customer) is subjective, Wckle, and typically silent. That

is what drives businesses insane. You talk "the talk" of how things are supposed to work -

according to "conventional" market fundamentalism wisdom - but I am certain that research

doesn't support it. You can look into what is called "complexity economics."

I think that understanding how things actually work is simple. People spend more money when

they aren't needy. If a person has a high enough income they are able to afford the essentials. As it

gets higher, they can afford relatively expensive essentials [e.g. health(y) food] or luxuries.

However, at a certain point peoples' needs are fulWlled. Unless they love "stuff" and "toys" (e.g.

personal helicopters), then if they make a whole lot of money it ends up sitting in their bank, being

gambled on the stock market, or - possibly - used to purchase productive property. In addition, it

becomes a hedge against some kind of possible Wnancial disaster. All of that excess income came

from either higher prices or lower wages. CEOs receive - sometimes - many multiples of what

lower employees do. They do deserve more, but not that much. After all, mostly what they do is
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make decisions and interact with clients. I believe that it is the PRODUCT that sells itself. Clients

care about results, which are produced by the "lower" people.

Posted On 07/01/2021

 

siennaskyy

Mercola.com is by far one of the ultimate truth tellers in today's upside down world!   Thank God above

for you!!!   No wonder that you're being censored and threatened... only because you are trying to get

the truth to people.

Posted On 06/30/2021

 

Clh8735

Here is another take as to the whys/push for these covid whackseens!   Basically to improve proWts of

pharma as pharma was loosing money with the time/costs involved to provide a safe product... so

Trump opened the door to the warp speed  development of a drug/(coincidentally whackseens, plus he

Wrst fought getting whacked to then endorse getting the Phizer jab and to Wnd he got over 2million

campaign donations from PWzer, Dow and another pharma co......THEN we have Biden (also got a

million donated to his campaign from PWzer) endorsing giving millions of doses of these whackseens

abroad and here to then guarantee proWts for pharma (using our tax dollars that should be going to

infrastructure and other needs!!). On top of that EUA allows zero liability/accountability!!! WOW...

perfect scheme to give pharma its green light to continued greed and proWts!!!!   This post does make

sense!!!! But we do know there is the AGENDA!   No matter how you look at this all.. these

whackseens/elite wanna-be controllers  spell...DOOMSDAY!  

vashiva.com/how-trump-biden-got-million-from-big-pharma

Posted On 06/30/2021
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exmouth123

God bless Drs Tess Lawrie, Pierre Kory, Peter McCullough, Simone Gold all FLCCC

Posted On 06/30/2021

 

esecallum

Underground Students at Stanford University concerned at coercion of vaccines advises 3 ways to

disable FORCED/UNWANTED vaccinations. 1) D.I.Y Low voltage method.  Use 2 wet sponges attached

to a 6 volt battery for at least 30 to 60 mins with injection site between the wet sponges. Do it

immediately after injection as soon as possible.  See how to make this in 5 minutes at:-

 https://groups.io/g/germkiller   2) Use medium volt method by using a tens device/muscle massager

on continuous pulses at injection site for at at least 30 to 60 minutes. See video.  

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7Sd1HOw_-SE&t=158s?v=C1nOR8RWVVA  3) Use a higher voltage

method. Use a mosquito bite zapper at injection site immediately for at least 3 minutes Apply

immediately to injection site and apply at least 2 dozen clicks. It is theorized that electric current

causes micro electrolysis in the body \uids and free radical/ions can combine with the vaccine and

damage it. It is theorized that high voltages denatures the spike proteins in vaccine. You can buy the

butter\y tens device/massager and mosquito insect zapper on Amazon and eBay for around $5. Use

out of sight of the MEDICAL MAFIA so you can get your vaccine passport. USE ANY OR ALL YOUR

OWN RISK. DO YOU UNDERSTAND? NO MEDICAL ADVICE OFFERED.

Posted On 06/30/2021

 

brodiebrock12

Don't forget to tap the ruby slippers 3 times...
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Posted On 06/30/2021

 

Kanadian45

Well that’s interesting

Posted On 06/30/2021

 

arnopi1

We are looking at a clear and ongoing effort to cull the world population in the most sneaky and

mendacious way possible. But that's typical for the commies. What I don't understand is how people

can calmly discuss this and not run out into the streets and lynch the SOB's who perpetrated this, or

helped, like the media,, assuming there are any in the neighborhood.

Posted On 06/30/2021

 

Charly ali

Things are already chaotic enough. We're doing what each of us can to manage , despite the

chaos. You can't let it defeat you. By uniting we win.

Posted On 06/30/2021

 

Kanadian45

Right?
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Posted On 06/30/2021

 

mrrobb

so whats so dijcult for the USA to DUMP WHO ???...who does the WHO think they are??? seems to me

each nation had to join this W#orldHealthOrgan. so wh\ not just tell the WHO to go away??  is there any

reason on e MUST belong to this?  NOPE !! en.wikipedia.org/.../United_Nations       << this about the

biggest crook of bullsh!t  ...and the usa pays this?   and more of this UN and their WHO  

 en.wikipedia.org/.../Charter_of_the_United_Nations   Nothing in any constitution says the USA must

kiss up to this..so why not get some senator to draft a bill to outlaw this criminal action ??

Posted On 06/30/2021

 

mrrobb

the USA was piissin n moaning about commies for years....but they let this shy1t dictate??  now

the usa is kissing ass  with the commies...whats this about? they used to throw families in camps

for being a "card carrying communist"  like that puke from Wisc  said  Senator Joseph McCarthy ,

broke up families and people...now you have this sh!t walkingb the streets..preying on you kids and

poorr people and in TV and newspapers.....and millions Eat this up..... man  maybe millions need to

just go away and die if they are so easliy brainwashed......means there ain't much upstairs, between

da ears, Duhhh And.....All this is living actual real proof that Fluoride in the water  works VERY

VERY Good at lowering the IQ of people......Duhhhhhhh..........makes dem Dummmmer than  a box

of rocks..!!!!

Posted On 06/30/2021

 

frank124c

I've been taking Liposomal Vitamin C for about two years now and haven't been having any problems
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even though I am 78 and overwieight. Also taking garlic oil and D3. I have siblings who had the vaccine

and am now waiting to see which of us gets covid Wrst.

Posted On 06/30/2021

 

stoneharbor

Frank, your story is similar to mine. Be ready for the fact that you may never show symptoms! I

believe that people our age, can still entertain this silly virus and stay asymptomatic just like

younger people generally do. Also, if you have any in\uence on your siblings, you might suggest

adding some important supplements to their diet as supplements are actually more protective and

less damaging then the shot. Most important: good food and vitamins and minerals as

supplements fortify the immune system which protects you from all kinds of disease and stress.

So why work to defeat one simple virus, when you can with the same effort, give yourself a better

life in hundreds of ways just by having better immunity?

Posted On 06/30/2021

 

arnopi1

How would you even know you have Stupid-19? There IS no reliable test. It's all smoke and mirrors

from the usual suspects, with malice aforethought. It's high time civilized people kick these

savages out, for good.

Posted On 06/30/2021

 

stoneharbor

It's nice to have all this positive information on the drug, Ivermectin. Since there's a lot of money in

drugs we are lucky that they get tested for effectivity.  Wouldn't it be interesting if we could have the
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same tests done on a simple set of supplements, for instance, vitamins C and D, and the mineral zinc?

To get such studies done, the supplement industry would probably have to have an organization that

they funded do the testing  and for some reason they don't seem to have such a special interest group.

But if that kind of testing could be done, I think that use of those supplements as a preventive measure

could probably match the results of ivermectin.

I am 78 years old and I was already taking these supplements as a preventative well before this time

last year. And about September, I woke up with a fever at 2 a.m. I immediately took my normal morning

large dose of vitamin C, (4 grams), and by 6 a.m. the fever and other symptoms like aches and

disorientation were completely gone. I believe that was my case of covid. I didn't get tested for

antibodies or a PCR test, so I will never know, however I have never broken a fever that quickly before

in my life. I wish people good luck with Ivermectin, however it's expensive , especially to take as a

preventative. I do have a strong belief though in supplements as a preventative still.

Posted On 06/30/2021

 

GreenBacker

Great to know of your Vitamin C treatment knocking down your fever.  Hope it never returns. If you

watch one of Dr. John Campbell's many  YouTube Ivermectin stories, he puts the cost of an

average recommended dose at about ten cents.  And I have never heard that it was expensive.

Please check up on that. And stay healthy.

Posted On 06/30/2021

 

jamNjim

Harbor, they already know Vit-D, Vit-C, and Zinc work at reducing the symptoms, duration, and

severity of coronavirus infections. They also know Hydroxychloriquine (HCQ) works as a

prophylaxis and is effective as a treatment if taken early for coronavirus infections. Anthony Fauci

said that himself back in 2005 when they were looking for effective treatments for Sars-CoV-1
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infections. The key to it working was supplementing with Zinc. It’s been well documented for 70+

years that HCQ works to suppress an overactive immune system which is what happens when

someone gets sick from the Sars-CoV-2 virus. It’s been used for years to help people with RA and

Lupus. It’s also effective at treating lung disorders that causes the lungs to produce too much

mucus which is EXACTLY what happens during a Covid-19 infection! My wife has HCQ in her lab

and reducing/quelling the cytokine storm that occurs in the lungs is one of the things she uses it

for. If there is an adverse reaction that occurs while experimenting on lab animals that causes a

cytokine storm she can usually save the animal before they drown in their own bodily \uids. All of

this is well known and documented. As for Ivermectin, I have not done enough research or know

enough about it. What pisses me off is the fact that if it works for Sars-CoV-2 it probably works for

ALL coronaviruses! All the childhood colds and missed school days could have been dramatically

reduced. Who knows? It might be effective for \u viruses. Bottom line, the public has been

hoodwinked by the con artist our medical system is.

Posted On 06/30/2021

 

esecallum

Its been done already !!!  look https://vitamindwiki.com/   and https://vitamindwiki.com/  

COVID-19+treated+by+Vitamin+D+-+studies%2C+reports%2C+videos and

https://c19ivermectin.com/    click on blue bar at top on   https://c19ivermectin.com/    VIT

D=IVERMECTIN. TAKE BOTH AND YOU HAVE 95% EFFECTIVENESS

Posted On 06/30/2021

 

HealthiestChoices

Hi, Jim~  I've often said if *they* haven't been able to Wnd a cure for the common cold, why do they

think this QUICKLY MADE VAX will cure this horrible virus?  All it's doing is curing their need for

MORE $$$$$$$$$$
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Posted On 06/30/2021

 

stoneharbor

Thanks all for the information that the vitamin studies have already been done. I know that. But do

they get the publicity that Ivermectin and HCQ get? No. All the attention is going to Ivermectin, just

another drug. My point is, even with this article from Dr. Mercola, the healthy alternatives (C, D,

etc.) that actually fortify the immune system are being given hardly any publicity, though they

always yield far better health overall than just taking a drug. Please don't ignore this point. We are

going to hear about Ivermectin now for the next 20 months as though it's the new Nirvana, and it is

essentially small potatoes compared to having a healthy immune system that reduces the "threat"

of a virus to what? An asymptomatic case that is never noticed. I am asking people to use their

voices to promote what is healthy in at least SLIGHT preference to what is just making more money

for the drug industry.

Posted On 06/30/2021

 

HealthiestChoices

Hi, stoneharbor~  Excellent post!  Wish I could move it to the top. Like you, my Wrst line of defense

is looking to my arsenal of supplements if/when there's a problem; have been taking them for at

least 46 yrs.  Actually, for the Wrst time today, I called up the listed sites showing where to purchase

the Ivermectin, and it is expensive, plus I'm not much of an online shopper.  Since I've already got

quite an investment in my own vitamin shop, plus healthy foods I try to keep on hand, hopefully, my

immune system has been staying well.  

Thus far, I haven't really been that cautious when out --- constant hand washing in toxins, using

Lysol to wipe down doorknobs, and more in the house, not touching mail, etc. for 2 days, and oh

yeah, a new mask to don everywhere.  Most of this is the protocol of my older brother who poo

poos my lifestyle and Dr. Mercola. Thankfully, we're in different states!  Just recently, I have

developed what may be a serious problem due to my own carelessness, but totally unrelated to the

CV.  I haven't been to a doctor in about 8 yrs. and have put off calling, as I'm sure they will be
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wanting to give me "the works" which I won't allow.

Posted On 06/30/2021

 

Retsbew

Please take the time to read this because it is not as farfetched as you might think it would be.

 Eminent Doctor On REAL Science Of Mind Control Via Vax Implants Published on June 30, 2021

Written by Dr Vernon Coleman MB ChB DSc FRSA

principia-scientiWc.com/eminent-doctor-on-real-science-of-mind-contro..

Posted On 06/30/2021

 

lovingMom2013

Please, watch the celebration in Wembley after win! Daily News UK:

www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-9738819/Vaccine-passports-over.html  Vaccine passports: It's all

over! Cabinet agrees it's time to 'live with Covid'. The highest input in this was made by Dr. Mercola and

his team! Congratulations to all of us!

Posted On 06/30/2021

 

jdarnall64

Quality doctors and scientists should ban together and bring this information to the public at all costs.

We as a people are being discarded for money and control. This must be stopped. We are better than

this and the people have a right to make their own decisions on how they are treated for covid or any

other diseases .p
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Posted On 06/30/2021

 

Kevin131

Order your ivermectin on-line from India today... Works like a charm, unlike your pharmacists, who are

useless fecktwats obstructing access to safe and effective medicines...

Posted On 06/30/2021

 

fra1531

This is all so Hitler-esk.  Frightening, while most Americans just stand by.  I still cannot understand how

most believe the Falsi Science.  Wait until the Fall..........

Posted On 07/08/2021

 

bigpharma_supergroup

Why does it seem medical Doctors, most all medical Doctors, regardless whether "mainstream" or

"alternative", only know pharmaceutical drugs as an answer to problems.

“Let food be thy medicine and medicine be thy food”

-Attributed to Hippocrates-

Regardless whether nor not Hippocrates made this statement or not, the concept often played a key

role in his philosophy of healing.

Ivermectin is part of the avermectin family of compounds, which were reportedly discovered by Satoshi

Ōmura of Kitasato University and William Campbell. In 1970, Ōmura isolated unusual Streptomyces

bacteria from the soil and found they had curative properties against certain parasites.
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Streptomyces bacteria are found predominantly in soils formed from decaying vegetation.

In fact, most all natural antibiotics, antivirals, antifungals & such are created by soil microbes (bacteria,

fungi, molds, yeasts, etc.) as they interact with enzymes and secondary metabolites & such.

Those microbes largely survive by feeding on decaying vegetative matter.

Those microbes are also largely responsible for creating other beneWcial compounds like natural

vitamins as they feed on that decaying vegetative matter.

There are countless numbers of studies that show edible/consumable plants grown in natural soils

that are made of decaying organic vegetative matter take-up & rely on natural antibiotics, natural

antivirals, natural antifungals, & such.

Hippocrates was therefore correct.

Eating has (or should have) far more beneWts than just the usual nutrients.

One of the biggest problems with the human species is that it has largely forgotten the knowledge of

healthful eating.

Herbs & spices are far more than just mere \avoring.

Polyphenols (phenolic compounds), \avonoids, lignans, terpenoids, etc. serve as building blocks of

natural health.

I Wnd it extremely interesting that so many "alternative Physicians" are so quick to criticize one group

of pharmaceuticals, but so eager to praise others.

Posted On 07/03/2021

 

Mawps2love

I tested positive to COVID this past Monday and thankfully, my doctor prescribes Ivermectin when you

are positive. As prescribed, I am taking Wve 3mg tablets daily for Wve days. The insert says on empty
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stomach, but the pharmacist stated with food or it would upset my tummy. My third dose in the

morning. Thank God he did not hesitate to give it to me when I asked. He will not prescribe as

prophylaxis. I asked about hydroxychloroquine,  but he only addressed and prescribed the Ivermectin.

Do not know why he just does not.

Posted On 07/02/2021

 

Surrealworld

It's one thing to Wgure out healthy alternate remedies from the going medical paradigm. However,

jumping on the bandwagon that EVERYTHING the medical profession does is wrong or a conspiracy is

dangerous and altogether way too simplistic. Both Brazil and India have promoted and used Ivermectin

(IVM) and found it to be overall ineffective - as evidenced by their extremely high death rate - despite

taking the medicine....

"As early as January 2021 the COVID-19 condition in LATAM got out of hand and this unprecedent

situation was described in The Guardian

(www.theguardian.com/world/2021/jan/24/brazil-covid-coronavirus-deaths-.. , as a complete

massacre and a horror Wlm, referring to overcrowding in 100% of the hospitals in Manaus, the capital of

the state of Amazonas, North of Brazil. Most hospitals throughout the entire region were overwhelmed

by the surge of the new P1 variant of the COVID-19, with a 200-people daily death rate, conWrming the

devastating situation. IVM may have contributed to this terrible situation since a team of infectologists

described that more than 90% of the patients in the ICU admitted to having taken IVM as a preventive

treatment for COVID-19 in the state of Rio Grande do Norte (The Intercept -

theintercept.com/2021/03/19/cfm-290-mil-mortos-por-covid-19/?fbclid=Iw.. ) and at INCOR in São

Paulo, Brazil." www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2352771421000409?via%3Dihub

Posted On 07/01/2021

 

Clh8735
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Here is another take as to the whys/push for these covid whackseens!   Basically to improve proWts of

pharma as pharma was loosing money with the time/costs involved to provide a safe product... so

Trump opened the door to the warp speed  development of a drug/(coincidentally whackseens, plus he

Wrst fought getting whacked to then endorse getting the Phizer jab and to Wnd he got over 2million

campaign donations from Phizer, Dow and another pharma co......THEN we have Biden (also got a

million donated to his campaign from Phizer) endorsing giving millions of doses of these whackseens

abroad and here to then guarantee proWts for pharma (using our tax dollars that should be going to

infrastructure and other needs!!). On top of that EUA allows zero liability/accountability!!! WOW...

perfect scheme to give pharma its green light to continued greed and proWts!!!!   This post does make

sense!!!! But we do know there is the AGENDA!   No matter how you look at this all.. these whackseens

spell...DOOMSDAY!   vashiva.com/how-trump-biden-got-million-from-big-pharma

Posted On 07/01/2021

 

Retsbew

Hi everyone, this just came to me today on an Action4Canada email.  But It's very expensive $165 or

$200 and many on a limited and Wxed income will be unable to afford it.  

SIGN UP: Dr. Sherry Tenpenny's upcoming LIVE, 20 Mechanisms of Injury Webinar, The questions on

everyone’s minds these days still remain: “How dangerous are the Covid shots?” and “What are the

risks of getting one of these shots?”  The answers are shocking. Learn how the shots can harm, and

even kill you.   When: Saturday July 10, 2021 Time: 11am-1pm EST Followed by a BONUS Q&A About

the Event: Back by popular demand.  This is an intense, two hour live training on the 20 Mechanisms of

Injury from the "shots".  Enjoy this thorough live webinar, ebook, two page reference, bonus page with

extra links and information coupled with a full video and transcript of the training that you can refer to

and replay over and over again to fully understand the 20 Mechanisms of Injury of the "shots".  Video

and Transcript will be sent 10 business days after the event as we will have them professionally edited.

 www.drtenpenny.com/event-details/20-mechanisms-of-injury-live-webinar-..

Posted On 06/30/2021
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ray65871

I got Ivermectin from MyFreeDoctor

Posted On 06/30/2021

 

Almond

Many more doctors will make ivermectin avail but prefer to keep a low proWle.  Here are some docotors

who make it avail, but not necessarily routinely.  Call ahead and ask. https://www.exstnc.com/  I have

previously discussed all the ways to obtain  ivermectin, so will not repeat myself again. My thoughts

are to optimize your serum level of vitamin D3/zinc. put some ivermectin on your shelf and get on with

your life. Also, it is important for more and more of us to refuse to wear masks.  I leave establishments

that still require them.  I Wnd that, even where they are still required, most employees are only too

willing to look the other way. Does anyone really think a tissue in front of your face will protect you

from inhaling an airborne virus?  Silly!  (The reason surgeons wear them is so they do not sneeze,

sniÑe or drool bodily \uids on a patient during surgery.)  Force people to see your exposed face and

make them think.  Also, they are open to you if you greet them cheerfully when you enter a store.

There is only one place I make an exception and still wear a mask.  It is as a courtesy for someone

older who will never be convinced.   The woman who occasionally (very occasionally) cuts my hair is in

such a fearful panic mode about the plandemic.  I do not believe it is kind to traumatize people like

that.  You'd think she would have calmed down by now after realizing she is a frontline worker and

nothing terrible has happened to her in over a year.  She is worried about transmitting to an elderly

relative.  So afraid that we must wait in cars as she only admits one customer at a time and sterilizes

everything between customers.  Yes, I feel sorry for her, but she is a good person, if easily

brainwashed.  I think we all recognize certain situations.

Posted On 06/30/2021
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fundamentalassumptions

Glad to see Dr. Roger Seheult's Medcram report on how ivermectin (& other parasiticals) were effective

bio-chemically against covid infection given credit here.  No sense going beyond likely truths into

conspiracy where not warranted, & it just hinders the cause of truth & gives ammo to naysayers.  That

said, I'd personally considered ivermectin as a last ditch effort if the Brownstein/Ngo/Mercola

treatment that proved effective hadn't, as I knew it's a common vet parasitical for goats & horses,

people were being refused hospital care until critical, etc.  Had some local conversations with animal

farmers & checked into availability, weight conversions etc.  Here in the US it's available at about any

TSC, Rural King, farm co-op etc...and I would assume in some other countries at least.  I never carried

through as the Wrst line treatment was so effective, cheap & easily available that I didn't see the need of

adding ivermectin to the medicine chest, and after awhile we dropped the additional cost of tonic water

consumed for similar reasons.

Later, other contributors here commented on the problem with arsenic in animal meds, urging caution,

& research conWrmed the claim when I looked into it.  Apparently, it's a bio-form with some question of

whether it converts to the harmful form when consumed or not, but still an issue. If I remember

correctly, the EU and Japan have removed it from even their veterinary meds.  Those considering this

treatment & alternative source may want to pursue some of that research before giving it a go.

Posted On 06/30/2021

 

smalldar560

Permanent Lockdowns coming.  We are being told that the new deadly variant resemble a cold. They

are planning to remove all cold medicines from stores and pharmacies so people will panic and think

they have the variant when they get a cold.  Please listen to the attached podcast from Deborah

Tavares from Stop the Crime. She also explains that we are not running out of water because we have

primary water in the ground. We are a water planet. She has documents from the  U.N. and World

Forum indicating what their plans are for the next 4 years and when each will occur.

www.bitchute.com/.../jYTf7FCGhqO2
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Posted On 06/30/2021

 

ursulariches

Families can have a lot of children, IF they do not all marry. So if some people don't have children and a

marriage, they can be uncles and aunties to the children of their siblings who have married. Then, of

those children, not all will marry. The way things are today, some married couples will not have any

children due to sterility from health problems. Many women are post menopause, the majority of

women in the world are over 60. Many homes which use to house families now only have one

inhabitant. In the past, an elderly widow or grandpa would move in with their children or their children

would move in with them. The world is not as full as we think it is. In Western nations, only the

migrants and the longevity of the elderly is preventing our populations from shrinking dramatically.

Posted On 06/30/2021

 

cin6814

For those looking for a way to get Ivermection, you can go to FLCCC.net and scroll down to "For

Patients: Getting Ivermectin." They have a list of telemedicine physicians who can review your medical

history and prescribe it for you.

Posted On 06/30/2021

 

Miabeth

In response to Retsbews comment about where to obtain Ivermectin, I thought you might like to know

that I just saw a new article on Trialsite News saying the WHO has decided it needs to 'protect'

Ivermecton from use for Covid to save it for neglected tropical diseases.    Not that it makes much

difference here in Canada because I don't think it would be available to us anyway.
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Posted On 06/30/2021

 

jamNjim

I'm sure Canada has it. Canada allows people to own cats and dogs, don't they? Then they sell the

worm medicine to treat them and it is Ivermectin.

Posted On 06/30/2021

 

bparsont

Canada is the one that sells Ivermectin for Humans 12mg and 6mg at a cost of $5+ a PILL!!  The

name of it in Canada is Stromectol.  www.medisave.ca/DrugMoreInfo6751.aspx

Posted On 06/30/2021

 

Kanadian45

Getting a little heated on here today.

Posted On 06/30/2021

 

Butch1942

An antiparasitic broad spectrum drug used to kill ringworm in animals and lice in humans with

inconclusive studies regarding effectiveness against covid is not my Wrst choice.

Posted On 06/30/2021
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jamNjim

Butch, here's the study done by the NIH that says a 5 day treatment with Ivermectin for Covid-19 is

both safe and effective: pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33278625  Ivermectin has way more

applications than the 2 you just mentioned! In Asia they use it to kill the virus that causes "river

blindness" (forget the parasite name). Best of all, you can always stop taking it if you have an

adverse reaction. If there was an adverse reaction it's probably vomiting. That's what I've seen dogs

do that take it. The medicine has been around since the 70's and has been in use for humans since

the 80's. I wouldn't take it unless I was sick. It is obviously a poison since it kills parasites!

Posted On 06/30/2021

 

Lfod444

Ivermectin / at  yourmeds-store.com/.../stromectol  I just purchased 20 of the 12 mg tablets for $

82.00 I will post a chart for dosage by body weight when I Wnd it again . JUST FYI......... do your own

research

Posted On 06/30/2021

 

Lfod444

The dosage by body weight chart can be found on the  FLCCC  web site

Posted On 06/30/2021

 

jea752631

Ivermectin frontlinemds.com/registration-by-state
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Posted On 06/30/2021

 

davidhuberfr

One treatment that no one is talking about is Kaletra, it is a combination  developed by AbbVie to hold

HIV in check in those that have tested positive.  In Jan of 2020 they sent a huge number of doses to

China. the Chinese conducted two clinical trials. The results of those trials appeared in the New

England Journal of Medicine; the headline was that Kaletra was not effective. It was only given to those

people already on ventilators. The trial was to see if it reduced ventilator usage. They said it did not.  I

looked at the data from both of those trials, it did reduce the ventilator time by 12.5%, from 8 days to 7

days.  What was even more remarkable was that in one trial the death rate was 26% less and in the

other 19% less using Kaletra. Kaletra should have been administered at the 1st sign of symptoms; not

when the patient is on a ventilator.  Still I thought that the results were signiWcant enough to warrant

further use, especially as at that time ventilators were in short supply. What this bogus analysis of the

trial  data told me was that the kabal has a long reach and they want people to die. From the very

beginning effective treatments have been suppressed.

Quite a few people say this is about money, and for sure there is a large amount of money being made.

But that is a secondary beneWt to the ultimate goal of depopulation. When you control the intelligence

services, and countless other 3 letter agencies, you can have a tremendous amount  of  extortive sway

over many other institutions and businesses. This to include the judicial system, the  legislative

system, media, it is a long list and we are seeing that extortive  in\uence. I worked for NSA for 10

years, and Wgured out that it had nothing to  do with national security. Just  for the record, Snowden is

my hero. I tried to blow the whistle back in the late 70s, what an eye-opening  and  frightening

experience that was.

Posted On 06/30/2021

 

Charly ali

I considered Edward Snowden a hero, all along.
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Posted On 06/30/2021

 

jamNjim

David, Kaletra may be the HIV antiviral that S. Korea is using. They don't wait for symptoms. If you

test positive you are immediately hospitalized and given Hydroxychloriquine, Z-Pak, and HIV

antiviral, and Zinc. If after 3 days you show no symptoms you are released. If came there with

symptoms you get the same treatment. If your symptoms improve after 3 days you get released.

They have been very successful at keeping their death rate low. Out of 200 countries they are like

157th for Covid-19 deaths.

Posted On 06/30/2021

 

har2631

are the chinese studies and clinical trials results truthful??

Posted On 06/30/2021

 

bowgirl

This trial conWrms  NAC shortens the duration of COVID- The over the counter purchase of NAC is

being restricted in the US.  I was taking NAC along with D and C when I got COVID in 2/2020, I  knew it

was COVID after the fact because of  my 2 week headache along with the run over feeling common

when Wghting a virus.      >trialsitenews.com/swedish-anglo-study-in-turkey-reveals-metabolic-acti..

Posted On 06/30/2021

 

Drew458
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Amazon has stopped selling it, caving to FDA pressure. However you can get the NOW brand 250

count bottle at Walmart, and for a much better price than what Amazon had been selling it for.

There are other places too. NAC is a glutathione precursor. Many kinds of edible mushrooms are

loaded with glutathione. A comment here at this site lead me to the Immunity C+ product, capsules

Wlled with 17 kinds of beneWcial mushrooms plus vitamin C. Buy 1 bottle, try it, give them a good

review at Amazon, and they send you 2 more bottles for free. I take it every day, along with NAC,

D3, and all the rest.

Posted On 06/30/2021

 

jamNjim

Drew458, it's been over 2 weeks since the report came out that Amazon was going to pull NAC, but

here it is: www.amazon.com/Protex-Supplement-Acetyl-Cysteine-Tablets/dp/B096VTQXGD..

Posted On 06/30/2021

 

Debbie_53

Let's see...we have ivermectin and hydroxychloroquine that have been shown to be effective against

the dreaded killer "virus", or whatever it ultimately turns out to be, with a less than 1% mortality rate, or

we can build natural immunity by living a healthy lifestyle and taking supplements.  Vitamins C, D3, and

zinc immediately come to mind as most frequently recommended, as well as natural antivirals and

antioxidants.  One I found most recently is N-Acetyl L-Cysteine (NAC), which the FDA is trying to ban as

a supplement.  Of course the toxic shot intended to cause a massive world depopulation is so much

more proWtable.

Posted On 06/30/2021

 

brodiebrock12
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Just the fact we are now at July 1st 2021 and this is still be discussed as simply possible without

saying it unquestionably does do as claimed tells it all. As long as it all remains in the quasi maybe,

possibly or has been shown uncertainty it will never get those devious corrupt mongers who are

censoring and controlling narrative held to account. If we are here talking next July 1st 2022 the same

way and it will not be surprising

Posted On 06/30/2021

 

Charly ali

Yes, brodiebrock 12 , we're all disgusted by the fact that talking heads are still spewing the "news."

Once enough people see the truth, instead of believing the lies, it will be spontaneous. Without

that...we have been stuck in a hypnotic Limbo, with them. There are signs of hope breaking

through, I wish they came sooner.

Posted On 06/30/2021

 

wakeupSleep

brodiebrock12, Are you from the future...what happens today?

Posted On 06/30/2021

 

brodiebrock12

LOL...you blew my cover wakeupsleep. I'm have in fact perfected time travel :)

Posted On 06/30/2021
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Longplay

I was greatly disappointed to see, in a receny video, Dr. Ioaniddis of Stanford, who has usually been

good on the COVID scam, dismiss Ivermectin and tout the "vaccines". This is another example of the

divide between practicing docs and theoreticians.

Posted On 06/30/2021

 

GreenBacker

Thanks. Hey, was that this on Bitchute? www.bitchute.com/.../e4grP1718Ps  I had marked it earlier

to go back and watch, because like you said Ioanniddis had done some good stuff earlier. The

lesson. Ioanniddis WAS.

Posted On 06/30/2021

 

Lfod444

"GOT TO HIM DID THEY"

Posted On 06/30/2021

 

Torenchristensengmail.co

Beijing and China state media think covid-19 came from a lab in the US.

news.cgtn.com/news/2021-06-04/Fort-Detrick-and-COVID-19-Why-do-the-Chi..
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Posted On 06/30/2021

 

Lakhana13

ENOUGH ALREADY. China says this, We say that.................IT WAS INITIALLY RESEARCHED AND

DEVELOPED AT U OF N CAROLINA,...then through a series of mazes (Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada)

found its way to China thanks to Fauci and then released, probably through China. Like 2 spoiled

brats arguing about a toy, this has to end.

Posted On 06/30/2021

 

GreenBacker

Thanks. First want to say that the 'Wuhan Lab Leak' theory has only marginal certainty, perhaps will

always be so. I never use the term. Rather that what we call COVID-19 was "engineered", and that

had to be in A major lab somewhere. The original "ORIGIN" scale had zoonotic on one side and

what should have been "engineered' on the other -  but the discussion was always a lab leak.

 "Engineered" was dropped as the origin option. Who has any proof ever of a lab "leak"? Just saying

it was "engineer,ed" is the total truth needed to make it suspect in so many ways. Fort Detrick,

Barik's NC Lab? Two other Safety Class IV labs in US ??  Who knows? A "release" through the

Wuhan Military games is not out of the question to me. In fact, it was my Wrst choice for enabling

the rapid, global spread. (Only now questioning because of the new 'earlier' COVID data). AND, the

location of the Games automatically implicated the Wuhan lab - per Jon Stewart, eh? But where the

CV-19 came from and how it was 'administered', are again to me, the real questions. I'm willing to

buy into any other method that's provable. But still thinking - the Games.

Posted On 06/30/2021

 

jamNjim
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China is just doing a play on words. The virus originally did "come" from a LVL 4 Lab in N. Carolina.

After the Obama Administration banned gain of function research the virus was moved to the

Wuhan lab in China. When the USA says the virus came from China we mean it was

RELEASED/LEAKED for a lab there! It was the same slide-of-hand trick China ran at the beginning

of the pandemic. Remember they said it came from the wet market that's approximately 20 miles

from the lab? The Wuhan lab was experimenting on VACCINES to treat Covid-19 infections! They

were selling the dead animals at the wet market. This made it very easy for China to claim that's

where the Wrst human infection came from. It's all a play on words.

Posted On 06/30/2021

 

fundamentalassumptions

That's funny.  Looks like a collaborative effort between the CCP, 5th column players here like Dr. F,

and the WEF and WHO to a lot of us.  They transferred the wealth while Wlling their collaborative

pockets & are well on the way to crashing America and blaming the scapegoats, moving on to

bioweapon total warfare phase two!  And the US media are mouthpieces for the same Chinese

(same global corporatists & Google involved, same corrupt occulted & covert agencies, same

academia & ojcial state certiWcation organs involved, after all).  State mouthpieces all: not to

mention the communist academics like Ethiopia's Tedros who suddenly became health experts at

the word of the Red Dragon, the sudden deaths of many of his countrymen, the wave of the rod &

the greasing of a few particular palms by his corporate cronies & masters!  (Not forgetting Gates &

the con$ciou$ evolution of the UN at Davo$ or his euthanasian family heritage.)  

Sin is international and an equal opportunity seducer & offender within the human race.......OF

COURSE Beijing & China's ojcial state propaganda organ & its partners here would harmonize &

promote that narrative.   Any naysayers are being censored & cleansed as we speak, from the

military to the good doc M to the despised denizens of \yover land.  Total Warfare 101 and

transformational cultism reigns....for now.  But truth has a way of coming out, and the one whose

name is Faithful and True, the way, the truth and the life....the Alpha & Omega, will have the last

word when all is said & done.  They just keep fulWlling it to a 't', and on the wrong side of it, in spite

of themselves.  If the stakes were not so high, & the suffering not so real, it would almost be

tedious as they just keep on doing it!
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Posted On 06/30/2021

 

arnopi1

WHO idiot in the Philippines: "...  using ivermectin without “strong” evidence is “harmful” because it can

give “false conWdence” to the public. What an a..hole. Pushing killer "vaccines" without “strong”

evidence that they are safe is “harmful” because it gives “false conWdence” to the public.

Posted On 06/30/2021

 

preston1953

This paper from 3/2020 says Koch's postulates for SARS-CoV-2 has been fulWlled:

www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC7184405

Posted On 06/30/2021

 

Lakhana13

At least some people here understand some things. Thank you.. And now for something else:

 Persistent Misinformation by Terrainers -

rumble.com/vggbcn-persistent-misinformation-by-terrainers.html

Posted On 06/30/2021

 

harvelicious

preston1953 - the NIH published paper you cited DOES NOT fulWll Koch's Postulates in spite of it

saying so. In fact, it does not detail any of their protocols & procedures, other than to say they
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replicated the "original research" as they have referred to in their citations. Please read:

academic.oup.com/.../5811871  . All this paper claims is that they replicated the fraudulent

"original" study from the same Chinese scientists that claimed they found a "novel virus" called

SARS-CoV-2, for which, all of this fraudulent "C-19" plandemic was based on.

Anyone claiming to have fulWlled Koch's Postulates is a fraud because there is not one alleged

"pathogenic virus" to date that has been proven to exist, been isolated, or, veriWed. In fact, the

"modiWed" & non-integrous version of Koch's Postulates, called River's Postulates, that were

proposed in 1937, also could not be fulWlled. Both of these characterization & veriWcation

methodologies were abandoned in 1954 for proving pathogenic viruses exist & cause disease,

because "someone" decided they were to stringent & impossible to achieve! I'm sure any clear

thinking individual could quickly surmise who would beneWt from abandoning the gold standard

protocols, principles, & ethics from virology.

Drs. Kaufman, Cowan, Lanka, et al, have done very credible & integrous work to tell the truth &

expose the fraud. Please take the time to watch these videos that provides an excellent

explanation with regards to the fraud claiming SARS-CoV-2 exists:

www.bitchute.com/.../6C_26ZIUlrQ  and www.bitchute.com/.../o2FOAKvvnppN  and

andrewkaufmanmd.com/videos  Furthermore, research info on exosomes, for which, strong

evidence indicates virologists are calling endosomes/exosomes, viruses.

Posted On 06/30/2021

 

ragus

Meta analysis web site "Ivermectin for COVID-19: real-time meta analysis of 60 studies":

 https://ivmmeta.com/

Posted On 06/30/2021

 

CMT367
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Here's an additional take on vaccination heresy from Forest Maready's podcast. Maready, who did an

independent investigation on the 1940s Salk and Sabin polio vaccines,  usually has something VERY

RELEVANT to add to the debate: "Ep 225: Why There's No Such Thing as "Fully Vaccinated"

www.myincredibleopinion.com/no-such-thing-as-fully-vaccinated

Posted On 06/30/2021

 

pipblanc

The real issue here is where do we obtain Ivermectin particularly for the treatment of Long Haul Covid?

Posted On 06/29/2021

 

yiolat

americasfrontlinedoctors.org/treatments/how-do-i-get-covid-19-medicati..

Posted On 06/30/2021

 

raykam

covid19criticalcare.com

Posted On 06/30/2021

 

raykam

covid19criticalcare.com/ivermectin-in-covid-19/how-to-get-ivermectin/
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Posted On 06/30/2021

 

ulika7

You could try searching for it with a different browser like Opera or Brave.

Posted On 06/30/2021

 

skupe59

Call a Farm store specializing in treating horses and buy it.  You may have to say what type of

horse your Mr. Ed is -- just make it up. Or you can call Dr. Simone Gold's organization.

Posted On 06/30/2021

 

mercready

Your doctor if "woke" will prescribe for you.

Posted On 06/30/2021

 

GreenBacker

Long Haulers research update  vascular in\ammation. www.youtube.com/watch   D. Bruce

Patterson on with the Beeners. Nobel bound ?  Up to date with long-haul research, promising a

therapeutic regime very shortly. Very promising, I'd say. BTW, not necessarily Ivermectin-centric.

Stay healthy.
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Posted On 06/30/2021

 

ursulariches

What about we DEMAND the MHRA makes it available over the counter in pharmacies at the

LEAST or in shops, in small amounts in supermarkets.  That is for the UK. The other way t get it is

to buy it abroad. The other way to get it is to obtain and grow the bacteria and sell as a probiotic, or

dried culture, as a dried powder in a capsule or in a small tub rather like yogurt, fermented cabbage

and cheese cultures.

Posted On 06/30/2021

 

kev8395

To Yiolat and a lot of other well meaning people. Please remember that there are 1000s of people

who read Dr M's pages who are not in the USA. So to keep mentioning Americasfrontlinedoctors as

an answer to buying Ivermectin to somebody living in Europe, UK or Aus is not helpful. I know it is

not your problem but am just saying. I tried to Wnd Ivermectin under brand names in the UK, the

webpages disappear after a few days which is strange. Maybe Gov censorship and/or I am sure

some of these webpages are scams anyway playing on people's fears, they will take the money and

send nothing or a sugar pill.

Posted On 06/30/2021

 

Marg638

Right on.  Is Ivermectin in the horse paste as effective as Ivermectin in human pill form?

Posted On 06/30/2021
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jamNjim

It's all the same medicine. You just have to Wgure out the dosing.

Posted On 06/30/2021

 

jks76486

Mexico claims to have to have used Ivermectin to Great success. Has no one checked on this?

Posted On 06/30/2021

 

Drew458

Many of us have.  While there was initial political resistance, the southernmost Mexican state of

Chiapas was the Wrst to use it, and with incredible success. This was after it was used effectively in

several countries in South America. After Chiapas cut cases, hospitalizations, and fatalities down

an amazing amount, the rest of Mexico got onboard. You can read about it online if you search

hard enough, but I know that trialsitenews has covered it quite well.

Posted On 06/30/2021

 

toprhino

Has anybody gone on record to say whether hydroxychloroquine or ivermectin is a better prophylaxis?

Posted On 06/30/2021
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que1888

Front Line Doctors group prescribes both of them to me.

Posted On 06/30/2021

 

stephmex

It seems impossible to get ivermectine these days… anyone knows where this can still be got? Delivery

to Ireland… thanks "

Posted On 06/30/2021

 

jamNjim

It literally took me 30 seconds to pull it up. Are you people trolls? Are you being paid to come here

and spread disinformation? I see you've been a member for 8 whole hours and don't tell me you

read Dr. Mercola's articles every day because if you did you would know already where to to get

Ivermectin. Someone has answered this question every day for the past 6 months! This website is

harder to Wnd than Ivermectin!

www.amazon.com/Durvet-Ivermectin-Injectable-250-250ML/dp/B07CVMY79R/re..

Posted On 06/30/2021
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